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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern, complex information technology systems require new software engineering
techniques in order to scale adequately and to reduce risks of undesired, unpredictable
behaviours [Sommerville et al. 2011]. In particular, traditional approaches do not fit
the needs of large-scale, multi-party, cross-organizational systems, especially those
needs which concern the design of interaction and distributed computation.

A different way of imagining and of engineering applications that fit the described
setting is via socio-technical systems (STS for short) [Trist 1981; Cherns 1976]. These
are systems where several, autonomous actors (people who use or interact with other
system components) use resources of some nature to achieve individual or shared
goals. STS can be viewed as an evolution of computing [Whitworth and Ahmad 2013]
into social computing [Dalpiaz et al. 2011], with a transition from an individualistic to
a societal view, where notions like social structure, role and norm come into play.

Socio-technical systems support human users by mechanizing processes and by aid-
ing stakeholders in interacting with each other, e.g. for contending resources, asking
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for co-working activities, or for assigning sub-units of work. A common way to model
user activities is by means of business processes, that the performers have to follow
for achieving some result. Business processes, in their classic definition, are sets of
structured, ordered tasks which impose a strict arrangement onto subtask execution:
diverging from it results in a failure. A de facto standard notation for business pro-
cesses is provided by the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [White 2004], a
graphical language that models a business process as a decorated, enriched flowchart.

Although BPMN is a preferred choice for modeling single-actor activities, and even if
its latest release (BPMN 2.0) introduces support for a message element, it still suffers
from major drawbacks in modeling cross-organizational business processes (CO-BP
for short) [Desai et al. 2009] and, in general, systems with different stakeholders. The
reason relies in the procedural/imperative nature of BPMN: a step-by-step process
representation does not consider the autonomy of the interacting entities and hinders
their decisional capabilities, when it is used to define both interaction and how it must
be carried out.

Opposed to this approach, we think that the systems at issue can easily be modeled
as Open Multi-Agent Systems (O-MAS). Among the others, this claim is supported by
[Singh 2013; Porello et al. 2013; Bresciani and Donzelli 2003]. A Multi-Agent System
(MAS) is an system where different autonomous agents act and interact with each
other to fulfill some goal. Whilst in a closed MAS agents may know each other’s indi-
vidual capabilities, typically because agents and system designers belong to the very
same organization, in an O-MAS no assumption on the other agents’ behaviour or de-
sign can be made. O-MAS can be used to design systems with several stakeholders,
that share the very same computational environment, that have to cooperate or to
compete to reach individual or group achievements: in other words, O-MAS can be
used to develop socio-technical systems.

The regulation of stakeholder interactions calls for a formalism that allows cap-
turing 1) what partners want to achieve, 2) what they can do during an interaction
for achieving their goal, and 3) the rules which norm the interaction. How to design
a pattern of interaction without imposing behavioural constraints on actors? Being
stakeholders inherently autonomous, the adoption of a workflow-based approach (like
BPMN) is not adivisable because it would over-constrain the interaction. The alterna-
tive is to envisage a business process, encompassing many actors, as an interaction pro-
tocol defining social relationships among the involved parties. Following [Singh 2013],
social relationships are norms, they provide the invariants of an STS, and govern the
behavior of the peers taking part into it. We will, then, shape business processes by
starting from the social relationships between the stakeholders. The designers will
capture the relationships among the parties within a certain coordination pattern,
rather than imposing strict procedures. The focus here is on relationships, and how
they evolve during the interaction.

Nowadays, agent-oriented software engineers can choose from a substantial num-
ber of agent platforms [Mascardi et al. 2004; Bordini et al. 2006; Fisher et al. 2007;
Baldoni et al. 2010]. The choice is related to very different and heterogeneous factors,
like: scope and purpose of the system; formal model the platform is based on; richness
of the agent programming language (APL), if devised; platform support, maintenance
and update; (graphical) tools for supporting design and development; simplicity of in-
tegration with other (agent) programming languages. In our work, agents support the
various stakeholders, and their implementations may be heterogeneous. For this rea-
son we do not define nor adopt a specific APL but rather look for a middleware that is
capable of supporting the realization of STS, respecting the principles so far advocated.
Platforms and frameworks like JADE [Bellifemine et al. 2005], TuCSoN [Omicini and
Zambonelli 1998], DESIRE [Brazier et al. 1997], JIAC [Thiele et al. 2009], all provide
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coordination mechanisms and communication infrastructures [Bordini et al. 2006]; we
claim, however, that none of the current infrastructures for MAS is adequate to the
purpose of realizing STS because they are too much “communication-centric”, and do
not account for the social aspects of interaction.

For this motives, we propose in this work a new middleware. The realization uses
JADE as basic agent platform, providing a FIPA compliant communication framework
and an agent-developing middleware. In order to reify the social relationships we rely
on the Agents & Artifacts meta-model (A&A) [Weyns et al. 2007; Omicini et al. 2008],
which provides abstractions for environments and artifacts, that can be acted upon,
observed, perceived, notified, and so on. When embodied inside artifacts, social rela-
tionships can be examined by the agents (to take decisions about their behavior), as
advised in [Chopra and Singh 2009], used (which entails that agents accept the corre-
sponding regulations), constructed, e.g., by negotiation, specialized, composed, and so
forth. For supplying a normative characterization of social relationships, we propose
to rely on commitments, which feature a social and observational semantics [Singh
2000]. The approach allows the realization of both direct and indirect forms of commu-
nication, and the distributed nature of artifacts and their compositionality perfectly
fits the characteristics of open CO-BP. Last but not least, the use of artifacts enables
the implementation of monitoring functionalities for verifying that the on-going inter-
actions respect the commitments and for detecting violations and violators.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Socio-Technical Systems,
it reports the requirements on the implementation, the motivations to our proposal
and some of the main choices and characteristic of it. Section 3 describes 2COMM, the
system that we developed. Section 4 shows an application, set in a financial context,
that helps explaining the proposal. Conclusions and related works end the paper.

2. MODELING SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS: TOWARDS THE REALIZATION OF STS
In the 50’s, a new model of work organization was developed by the Tavistock Insti-
tute of Human Relations. The founders believed that the tayloristic approach, based
on rigid structures of pipelines, led to dishumanization of work and degradation of
working life. They proposed an alternative, moving towards a different goal: work hu-
manization, weighting technical systems as equal as social systems. This design prin-
ciple tends to assign responsibilities, decentralize work structures, group employees
into mindful teams; they referred to this with the term socio-technical design of socio-
technical systems [Trist 1981].

Different design principles were proposed as basis for socio-technical design. One
of them is particularly relevant for the design of modern systems [Cherns 1976], the
Minimal Critical Specification: only the essential must be specified. In his work the
author, member of the Tavistock Institute, highlights how in the organization design
the focus is traditionally put on how rather than on what. Quote: “In any case, it is
a mistake to specify more than is needed because by doing so options are closed that
could be kept open. This premature closing of options is a pervasive fault in design.”
Several companies tried to apply socio-technical principles, among them Philips in
Netherlands, Volvo in Sweden or Olivetti in Italy.

Through decades, socio-technical principles evolved, adapting to new technologies
and new business activities, in particular, after the introduction of computer systems
starting from the 80’s. The design focus remained the same: interactions between au-
tonomous, conscious entities; a definition of work, based on what, rather than on how;
working activities not restricted to routine tasks; design of work aggregation units
decoupled from tasks design; decentralization of control. Despite practical, positive
results in applying these principles, enterprises moved in the direction of restructur-
ing assets and cutting costs, espousing the “computer-aided neo-Taylorism” approach
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[Mumford 2006], or “lean production”, focused on the standardization of work pro-
cesses. Nowadays, the humanization of work and the decentralization of control are
still debated issues, both at research and business levels. Some industries are shifting
from centralized to decentralized structures, using networks instead of hierarchies to
manage complexity, and leveraging interaction and cooperation instead of pipe-lining
workers.

In parallel with real-world work organization cases, socio-technical design princi-
ples were adapted to software and systems engineering [Sommerville et al. 2011]. The
very introduction of the agent metaphor represents a paradigm shift, from a control-
flow-based organization of software (typical of the functional and the object-oriented
paradigms) to a message-based one, shaped around message exchanging between au-
tonomous, computational entities. Complex software systems can, thus, be modeled by
means of interactions between components, whose coordination (either collaborative
or competitive) is the fundamental pillar; besides interactions, norms and policies for
resource usage are provided.

2.1. Commitments for Social Relationships
Companies adopt Business Process Management Systems to manage the business pro-
cesses and the flow of activities. Each of the involved actors (including external systems
and individuals) is referred to as a stakeholder, i.e. someone who has some interest in
using or taking part to the system. When modeling complex domains, with different
stakeholders belonging to different organizations or units of work, system engineers
and analysts usually adopt the same formalism to describe behaviour of a particular
component and interactions between components (system resources and/or stakehold-
ers). BPMN is the preferred language; it allows to specify in detail what the expected
behaviour of a resource (e.g. a printer, a web service, a web application) is, as well as
that of an actor (e.g. the receptionist answering a call, the support team managing
an help desk). It provides a graphical, intuitive means to organize tasks for achieving
some result.

Problems arise when BPMN is used to design interactions between different stake-
holders, each with its own set of business processes. Think, for example, to a health
care system, whose purpose is to manage remote assistance to elder people and, if re-
quired, to send a medical support. Such system is a service integrator; it interrelates
services provided by different entities when needed. Specifying how, for example, the
physician will administer cures is out of its scope. The system only has to shape re-
lationship between the physician and the patient who requested assistance. By using
BPMN, one would build a multi-actor business process, where the tasks to be accom-
plished would be expressed in a procedural manner, and the interaction between the
stakeholders (physician and patient) would be expressed as the sending and receiv-
ing of messages. This procedural view makes it difficult, for the involved actors, to be
proactive or to adapt to variations in the environment, unless the business process is
redesigned. This is basically due to to the imposition of (often) unnecessary orderings.
In other words, this approach does not suit the representation of business processes
that are inherently destructured, as it is often the case in cross-organizational settings,
and where seldom authority is centralized or clearly associated to a single stakeholder,
but, rather, the involved actors are all peers.

Pesic and van der Aalst proposed a shift of paradigm, passing from a procedural
representation, leading to an over-constrained, non-realistic organization of work, to
a declarative representation [Pesic 2008]. In our opinion, this shift of paradigm satis-
fies the Minimal Critical Specification requirement illustrated before: specify “what”
should occur rather than “how” making it occur. The question to answer, then, be-
comes: how to model interactions between autonomous entities without considering
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them as non-autonomous ones? Following [Singh 2013], norms provide the invariants
of an STS, and govern the behavior of the peers taking part into it. We will, then, shape
business processes by starting from the social relationships between the stakeholders.

Inspired by [Sommerville 2010], we see complex organizations as structured in
three architectural macro-level: infrastructural, functional and socio-organizational.
The first concerns hardware equipment, software and data management; the second
organizes activities, involving actors and components; the third regulates and norms
how actors can use the system, what the constraints are, and laws that rule some
aspects of the system.

Traditional software engineering techniques and theories tendentiously do not
tackle the third level explicitly, and, therefore, model the second as a collection of stan-
dard step-by-step, rigidly structured sequences of activities, performed by one or more
actors, possibly interacting with each other, or using some system resource. On the
contrary, we adopt the basic ideas used, among others, in [Telang and Singh 2011],
where interactions and CO-BP are modeled in terms of regulated relations between
entities, and where the founding element of a relation is a commitment. We rely on the
Multi-agent Systems paradigm because it can represent domains that are composed
by several autonomous entities, whose interaction determines the evolution of the sys-
tem. Thus, we naturally model each stakeholder as an agent, and express relations
between agents as commitments.

Infrastructure

Funcionalities

Society

Hardware Operating Systems

Application softwareData Management

Business Processes

Norms
Regulations

Usage Policy

Component Behaviours

Laws

Social Relationships

Fig. 1. Architectural macro-levels in a STS.

Commitments define the agents normative context. They constitute the top level of
a socio-technical system, the one which accounts for the norms and the policies of the
system, as well as for the laws and for the societal regulations which rule its func-
tioning [Sommerville 2010]. Commitments [Singh 1999] are represented with the no-
tation C(x, y, r, p), capturing that the agent x commits to the agent y to bring about
the consequent condition p when the antecedent condition r holds. Antecedent and
consequent conditions generally are conjunctions or disjunctions of events and com-
mitments. When r equals >, we use the short notation C(x, y, p) and the commitment
is said to be active. Commitments have a regulative nature, in that debtors are ex-
pected to behave so as to satisfy the engagements they have taken. This practically
means that an agent is expected to behave so as to achieve the consequent conditions
of the active commitments of which it is the debtor.

The stakeholders share a social state that contains commitments. Some of these el-
ements can hold since the beginning of the interaction. Stakeholders affect the social
state while performing their activities. Specifically, the manipulation of commitments
is done by means of the standard operations create, cancel, release, discharge, assign,
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delegate. As in [Singh 1999], we postulate that discharge is performed concurrently
with the actions that lead to the given condition being satisfied and causes the com-
mitment to not hold. Delegate and assign transfer commitments respectively to a dif-
ferent debtor and to a different creditor. For details see [Singh 1999; Yolum and Singh
2002; Chopra 2009].

2.2. Artifacts for Developing the Socio-Organizational Layer
In a system made of autonomous and heterogeneous actors, social relationships cannot
but concern the observable behavior [Dastani et al. 2008]. On the other hand, follow-
ing [Conte et al. 1998], we need social relationships to be recognized as norms – so
that they will provide social expectations on the stakeholders’ behavior, to be accepted
explicitly by the participants to the interaction, to be inspected so as to allow stake-
holders to decide whether conforming to them. To this aim, we acknowledge social
relationships as resources that should be explicitly modeled and made availalable to
the interacting peers, in the very same way as other kinds of resources (e.g. hardware
resources) are accounted for, see for instance [Sommerville 2010]. In order to realize
STS, it is, therefore, necessary to provide the stakeholders the means to create and
to manipulate the commitments, as well as to observe them so as to take proper deci-
sions along their activities. Nothing of this kind exists, although Chopra and Singh in
[Chopra and Singh 2009] proposed a commitment-based Multi-agent System layered
architecture, and stated that a commitment-based middleware should offer abstrac-
tions for working with commitments.

Given that stakeholders and social relationships are both first-class entities, that in-
teract in a bi-directional manner, how to model these two elements in the Multi-agent
paradigm? This provides a single first-class entity, the agent, which is not suitable for
representing inspectable elements because an agent’s internal state is not available to
external entities by definition. To solve this issue, we adopt the Agents and Artifacts
(A&A) meta-model [Weyns et al. 2007; Omicini et al. 2008], that extends the agent
paradigm with another primitive abstraction, the artifact. An artifact is a computa-
tional, programmable system resource, that can be manipulated by agents, residing at
the same abstraction level of the agent abstraction class. The A&A paradigm provides
ways for defining and organizing workspaces, i.e. logical groups of artifacts, that can be
joined by agents at runtime and where agents can create, use, share and compose ar-
tifacts to support individual and collective, cooperative or antagonistic activities. The
environment is itself programmable, and encapsulating services and functionalities.
For their very nature, artifacts can encode a mediated, programmable and observable
means of communication and coordination between agents. Following [Baldoni et al.
2011], we rely on artifacts to realize the social layer of STS.

The next question to answer is how to integrate CO-BP inside the outlined agent and
artifact setting. In our proposal, this is done by relying on the notion of commitment-
based interaction protocol. This kind of protocols consists of a set of social actions (pro-
cess activities), whose semantics is shared, and agreed upon, by all of the participants
to the interaction [Chopra 2009; Yolum and Singh 2002]. The semantics of the social
actions is given in terms of the operations which allow the modification of the social
state and that have already been described.

In modeling protocols, we propose to start from social relationships, represented as
commitments, and, then, define the activities that make them evolve during the in-
teraction. This represents an inversion w.r.t. traditional, activity-centric design phase:
the evolution of commitments guides the definition of those activities, the interacting
parties need. An example of how to leverage commitments to build commitment-based
business models can be found in [Telang and Singh 2010].
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We interpret the fact that an agent uses an artifact as the explicit acceptance, by the
agent, of the norms encoded by that artifact, and modeled by the interaction protocol
that the artifact reifies. This is an important aspect because it allows the interacting
parties to perform some kind of practical reasoning, based on expectations: partici-
pants will expect that the debtors of commitments will behave so as to satisfy the
corresponding consequent conditions; if this will not happen, a violation will occur. Re-
lying on artifacts allows also other kinds of manipulations, including (but not limited
to) an agent playing a role in the interaction, an agent observing the interaction that
is being carried on, a group of agents composing (negotiating, specializing) a business
process.

2.3. Roles as Affordances for Decoupling the Interaction
From an organizational perspective, a protocol is structured into a set of roles. A role
represents a way of manipulating the social state and belongs to the artifact which rei-
fies a business process. Roles and stakeholders are different entities, and we assume
that roles cannot live autonomously: they exist in the system in view of the interac-
tion, because agents, for interacting, use artifacts and execute actions on them. From a
cognitive perspective, roles organize the affordances [Gibson 1979] of an artifact. Cit-
ing Gibson: “The same layout will have different affordances for different animals, of
course, insofar as each animal has a different repertory of acts. Different animals will
perceive different sets of affordances therefore.” In other words, different actors will
perceive different ways of interaction with a same environment, depending on their
own capacities.

The concept of affordance was brought inside the object-oriented paradigm in [Bal-
doni et al. 2006; Baldoni et al. 2007]. There, the authors claim that objects have af-
fordances when they are considered relative to some other objects managing them. In
this case, the properties which characterize an object in the environment depend on
the properties of the interactant, as well as the ways in which it is possible to interact
with a same object depend on the properties of the manipulator. These concepts are
introduced in the object-oriented paradigm by introducing role types, where a role type
captures the interaction possibilities with an object, thereby, capturing a set of affor-
dances of the object. The interaction possibilities depend on the class of the interactant
manipulating the object: in other words, they depend upon the player of the role.

In our current proposal, artifacts reify business processes (interaction protocols),
thus, we can see them as interaction artifacts, realizing a form of mediated commu-
nication. Roles are supplied by the protocol and, in turn, supply actions that enable
interaction through the artifact: they are powers for modifying the social state, e.g. by
creating commitments. On the other hand, the agents that will be the role players need
to satisfy the related requirements: specifically, in order to play a role an agent needs
to have the capabilities of satisfying the related commitments – capabilities which can
be internal of the agent or supplied as powers as well. For example, in order to play
the role Initiator of the Contract Net Protocol (used later in the paper), an agent needs
to be able to satisfy the commitment of assigning tasks to some of the participants.

In order to account for the continuity of the interaction with each object, the authors
of [Baldoni et al. 2006] also propose a notion of state of the interaction, which, in the
considered distributed scenario, is realized as a session. Thus a given role type can be
instantiated, depending on a certain player of a role (which must have the required
properties), and the role instance represents the state of the interaction with that
role player. In our proposal, the artifact maintains both the social state, with all the
commitments, and further elements that contribute to the state of the interaction, and
that are stored in a blackboard-style memory, that we call communication state. For
instance, in the contract net protocol case, the description of the task for which the call
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is issued, is recorded in this area. Agents, playing roles, can inspect the state of the
interaction or be notified when events of interest occur.

It is easy to see that the above proposal follows the ontological model proposed in
[Boella and van der Torre 2007], which is characterized by three aspects: (1) Founda-
tion: a role must always be associated with the institution it belongs to and with its
player; (2) Definitional dependence: the definition of the role must be given inside the
definition of the institution it belongs to; (3) Institutional empowerment: the actions
defined for the role in the definition of the institution have access to the state of the in-
stitution and of the other roles, thus, they are called powers; instead, the actions that a
player must offer for playing a role are called requirements. The proposal also realizes
the seminal ideas coalesced around the Mercurio architecture [Baldoni et al. 2011].
Mercurio is the model upon which we built the proposed framework for programming
social relationships.

The advantage of our proposal, compared to previously existing approaches, is that
it clearly decouples the protocol design from the agent design, using artifacts to en-
code the interaction logic. Protocols provide a centralized means of coordination, based
on the notification of social events, e.g. the execution of an action or the creation of a
commitment. Interacting agents use artifacts to coordinate and perform social actions,
depending on the role an agent plays and on its objectives. If and how making the in-
teraction progress is entirely under the distributed control of the agents, along with
artifact notifications. One further advantage is that, thanks to artifacts and to commit-
ments and to their normative value, it is possible to realize monitoring functionalities
of the interaction, without imposing any specific behavior. As such, our proposal re-
spects the principles advocated for STS.

Traditional approaches, on the contrary, do not support the decoupling of the design
of agents and of the design of their interactions, which would be necessary in a cross-
organizational setting: either the proper interactive capabilities are hardcoded in the
implementation of the agents’ behaviours (thus realizing no decoupling) or it is neces-
sary to adopt off-the-shelf behaviors, which fully implement the specification but that
are “injected” and that hide, in an external component, what should be the proactivity
of the agent. This is, for instance, the case of JADE.

3. A COMMITMENT-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
After providing an overview of the modeling requisites, we describe the corresponding
implementation framework, that we named 2COMM. The focus is to provide adequate
support for programming social relationships, exploiting a declarative, interaction-
centric approach and by relying on existing technologies as far as possible. Specifically,
the implementation framework combines two well-known platforms: JADE [Bellifem-
ine et al. 2005] and CArtAgO [Ricci et al. 2011]. 2COMM allows programming com-
plex systems as O-MAS. JADE agents represent stakeholders. The CO-BP, which tie
the stakeholders, are defined by using interaction protocols as building blocks. Each
interaction protocol is realized as a CArtAgO artifact. Each artifact provides social
relationships as environmental resources.

JADE is a popular and industry-adopted agent framework. It offers to developers a
Java middleware that is FIPA-compliant [Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
2002]. Its robustness and well-proven reliability makes JADE a preferred choice in
developing MAS. A JADE-based system is composed of one or more containers, each
grouping a set of agents in a logical node and representing a single JADE runtime.
The overall set of containers is called a platform, and can spread across various phys-
ical hosts. The resulting architecture hides the underlying layer, allowing support for
different low-level frameworks (JEE, JSE, JME, etc.). JADE provides communication
and infrastructure services, allowing agents, deployed in different containers, to dis-
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cover and interact with each other, in a transparent way from the developer’s logical
point of view.

CArtAgO is a framework based on the A&A meta-model [Weyns et al. 2007; Omicini
et al. 2008]. It extends the agent programming paradigm with the first-class entity of
artifact: a resource that an agent can use, and that models working environments. It
provides a way to define and organize workspaces, that are logical groups of artifacts,
that can be joined by agents at runtime. The environment is itself programmable and
encapsulates services and functionalities. CArtAgO provides an API to program arti-
facts that agents can use, regardless of the agent programming language or the agent
framework used. This is possible by means of the agent body metaphor: CArtAgO pro-
vides a native agent entity, which allows using the framework as a complete MAS
platform as well as it allows mapping the agents of some platform onto the CArtAgO
agents, which, in this way, becomes a kind of “proxy” in the artifacts workspace. The
former agent is the mind, that uses the CArtAgO agent as a body, interacting with
artifacts and sensing the environment. An agent interacts with an artifact by means
of public operations, which can be equipped with guards: conditions that must hold in
order for operations to produce their effects. When guards do not hold, actions can still
be performed but without consequences.

2COMM is organized as follows: JADE supplies standard agent services (message
passing, distributed containers, naming and yellow pages services, agent mobility);
when needed, an agent can enact a protocol role, thus using a communication artifact
– implemented by exploiting CArtAgO, which provides a set of operations by means
of which agents participate in a mediated interaction session. Each communication
artifact corresponds to a specific protocol enactment and maintains an own social state
and an own communication state. Figure 2 reports an excerpt of the 2COMM UML
diagram1. Let us get into the depths of the implementation.

CommunicationArtifact (CA for short) provides the basic communication operations
in and out for allowing mediated communication. by means of which agents respec-
tively ask to play or to give up playing a role. CA extends an abstract version of the
TupleSpace CArtAgO artifact: briefly, a blackboard that agents use as a tuple-based
coordination means. In and out are, then, operations on the tuple space. CA also traces
who is playing which role by using the property enactedRoles.

Class Role extends the CArtAgO class Agent, and contains the basic manipulation
logic of CArtAgO artifacts. Thus, any specific role, extending this super-type, will be
able to perform operations on artifacts, whenever its player will decide to do so. Role
provides static methods for creating artifacts and for enacting/deacting roles. This is
done by passing a reference to the JADE agent behavior that will actually play the
role. The class CARole is an inner class of CA and extends the Role class. It provides
the send and receive primitives, by which agents can exchange messages. Send and
receive are implemented based on the in and out primitives provided by CA.

ProtocolArtifact (PA for short) extends CA and allows modeling the social layer with
the help of commitments. It maintains the state of the on-going protocol interaction,
via the property socialState, a store of social facts and commitments, that is managed
only by its container artifact. This artifact implements the operations needed to man-
age commitments (create, discharge, cancel, release, assign, delegate). PA realizes the
commitment life-cycle and for the assertion/retraction of facts. Operations on commit-
ments are realized as internal operations, that is, they are not invokable directly: the
protocol social actions will use them as primitives to modify the social state. Being
an extension of CA, PA maintains two levels of interaction: the social one (based on
commitments), and the communication one (based on message exchange). The class

1The source files of the system and examples are available at the URL http://di.unito.it/2COMM.
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Observable Properties
socialState: SocialState

<< Artifact >>
ProtocolArtifact

Artifact Operations

# create (commit: Commitment)
# discharge (commit: Commitment)
# cancel (commit: Commitment)
# release (commit: Commitment)
# assign (commit: Commitment, role: Role)
# delegate (commit: Commitment, role: Role)
# assertFact (fact: LogicalExpression)

commitments: Commitment [0…*] 
facts: SocialFact [0…*]
context: 
   CommitmentCommunicationArtifact

SocialState

+ getFacts ()
+ getCommitments()
+ addFact (fact: SocialFact)
+ addCommitment (commit: Commitment)
+ removeFact (fact: SocialFact)
+ removeCommitment (commit: Commitment)
+ getContext()

creditor: Role
debtor: Role
antecedent: SocialFact [1…*]
consequent: SocialFact [1…*]
status : enum {created, discharged, ...}

Commitment

+ getCreditor()
+ setCreditor (role: Role)
+ getDebtor ()
+ setDebtor (role: Role)
+ getStatus ()
+ setStatus (status: enum)

# id: RoleId
# agent: AID
# artid: ArtifactId
# player: Behaviour

Role

+ createArtifact (artifactName: String, 
artifactClass: Class<? extends Artifact) : void
+ enact (roleName: String, artifact: ArtifactID, 
agent: AID, offeredPlayerBehaviour: 
Behaviour) : Role
+ deact (role: RoleId, artifact: ArtifactID, agent: 
AID, offeredPlayerBehaviour: Behaviour) : void

predicate: String
arguments: Object [0…*]

SocialFact

+ getPredicate ()
+ setPredicate (pred: String)
+ getArguments ()
+ setArguments (list: Object [1…*] )
+ getFact ()

0…*

0…*

1…*

Observable Properties
enactedRoles: Role [1…*]
tset: TupleSet

<< Artifact >>
CommunicationArtifact

Artifact Operations
+ in(message: CAMessage): void
+ out(): CAMessage

#checkRoleRequirements(roleName: String, 
offeredBehaviour:Behaviour)

Agent Platform A&A Platform
CArtAgO

ACLMessage

Agent

Agent
AbstractTuple

Space

<< Role >>
CARole

+ send(message: 
CAMessage)
+ receive(): 
CAMessage

+

<< Role >>
PARole

+ hasCommitmentInvolving(c: 
Commitment): boolean
+ socialFactExists(f: 
SocialFact): boolean

...query operations on
 SocialState ...

+

2COMM

1

1

Behaviour

1...n

Artifact

<< interface >>
ProtocolObserver

+ handleEvent (event: 
SocialEvent, args: Object[ ])

+

Fig. 2. UML Architecture of 2COMM.

PARole is an inner class of PA and extends the CARole class. It provides the primi-
tives for querying the social state, e.g. for asking the commitments in which a certain
agent is involved, and the primitives that allow an agent to become, through its role,
an observer of the events occurring in the social state. For example, an agent can query
the social state to verify if it contains a commitment with a specific condition as con-
sequent, via the method existsCommitmentWithConsequent(InteractionStateElement
el). Alternatively, an agent can be notified about the occurrence of a social event, pro-
vided that it implements the inner interface ProtocolObserver. Afterwards, it can start
observing the social state. PARole also inherits the communication primitives defined
in CARole.
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In order to specify a commitment-based interaction protocol, it is necessary to extend
PA by defining the proper social and communicative actions as operations on the arti-
fact itself. Actions can have guards that correspond to context preconditions: each such
condition specifies the context in which the respective action produces the described
social effect. Since we want agents to act on artifacts only through their respective
roles, when defining a protocol it is also necessary to create the roles. We do so by cre-
ating as many extensions of PARole as protocol roles. These extensions are realized as
inner classes of the protocol: each such class will specify, as methods, the powers of a
role. Powers allow agents who play roles to actually execute artifact operations.

JADE PLATFORM

2COMM

CARTAGO PLATFORM

ProtocolArtifact

2. query/power
invocation

Communication
State

Social
State

1. enact

Role1 Role2

3. query/power
execution

1. enact 2. register
5. callback

3. observe

4. notify

Behaviour
1

Behaviour
2

AGENT 1

AGENT 2

Fig. 3. 2COMM at runtime.

Let us, now, consider Figure 3, which sketches the relationships between the various
components of the platform at run-time. When a JADE agent plays a role, its behavior
will use the powers offered by the role itself in order to act upon the social and com-
municative layers, offered by the artifact, which implements the interaction protocol.
In this context, the agent behavior is extended with the powers of the role without
injecting specific code into it and without adding to it new behaviors. The agent will be
free to decide if and when using its new powers by using its own business logic. The
business logic is programmed by exploiting both knowledge which is internal to the
agent, and that is represented and managed according to the agent model that is used,
as well as the social relations, that are reified in the social state of the communication
artifact. This can be done either by (Agent 1 in the figure) exploiting the query powers,
supplied by the role and inherited from PARole, or (Agent 2 in the figure) by relying
on a social event-driven approach. In this latter case, the role registers as an observer
of all events occurring in the social state (including all operations on commitments).
When the interaction protocol notifies an event to the role, this calls back the behavior
of its player, passing the occurred event. The event handler, defined in the behavior,
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will manage the event. Whatever the model, the agent will plan its course of action, ac-
cording to its own goals. The commitments that the agent must fulfill provide a guide
for taking decisions.

4. PROGRAMMING SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
We, now, briefly describe FinancialMAS as an example of application of 2COMM. This
application is inspired by [Parliament 2004], which was a benchmark of the ICT4Law
(http://www.ict4law.org) project and was used in [Baldoni et al. 2013c]. FinancialMAS
allows financial interactions between three categories of stakeholders: (1) investors, (2)
financial promoters and (3) banks. Each stakeholder has different goals: for investors,
to place an investment; for promoters, to propose and finalize an investment contract,
on behalf of the bank and on the basis of the investor’s profile; for banks, to conclude
contracts placed by their promoters.

Investor

FinancialMAS
Check

Portfolio

Search 
Investment

Data 
Insertion

Withdraw

Accept 
Proposal

Investment

Classify 
Products

Investor 
Profiling

<include>

<extends>

Financial
Promoter

Bank

<include>

<include>

<utilizza>

Fig. 4. The FinancialMAS Use Cases.

Figure 4 reports a part of the UseCase Diagram of the system, pointing out the
macro-functionalities the system should offer and the involved stakeholders. Starting
from this, we individuated a collection of agent types and environment artifacts. Each
agent has responsabilities, in the specific case, tasks it should accomplish (see Table I),
and related social relationships. Table II reports the Interaction Table for the domain.
It contains the “patterns of interactions” that allow performing the various tasks, and
that we realize as interaction protocol artifacts. The protocols that are used to shape
CO-BP are standard FIPA protocols: we implement them as protocol artifacts.

Let us focus on the Contract Net Protocol (CNP for short) [Foundation for Intelli-
gent Physical Agents 2002], which is used inside FinancialMAS to manage the inter-
action between the Investor and the Financial Promoter when the former looks for
some kind of investment (Table II). We adopt the following CNP formulation2:

cfp means create(C(i, p, propose, accept ∨ reject))
accept means none

2Alternatives and variants can be found in [Yolum 2007; El-Menshawy et al. 2010].
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Table I. Responsibility Table for FinancialMAS.
Agent Type No. Responsibility

Investor agent (IA)

1 Let investor search for investments proposals
2 Assist investor in setting search parameters and data
3 Support the individuation of the investor’s risk profile
4 Support in proposal acceptance
5 Withdraw from an investment contract

Financial Promoter agent (FP)
1 Respond to investment searches

2 Assist financial promoter in risk-classifying financial
products

3 Determine the investor’s profile
4 Support individuation of the investor’s risk profile

Bank agent (BA) 1 Support bank in investment contract subscription
2 Assist bank in investment conclusion

Financial Provider agent (FV) 1 Provide financial and aggregate news information

Integration agent (IntA) 1 Serve and support integration with legacy bank in-
formative systems

Table II. Interaction Table for FinancialMAS: who interacts with whom, to fulfill which duty, by using which
protocol.

Interaction R.ty Interaction
Protocol Role With When

Investor Agent
Search Investment 1 CNP Initiator FP Investor searches an investment
Profiling 3 Query Participant FP Investor chose a Financial Promoter
Proposal Acceptance 4 Query Participant BA Investor chose a financial product
Withdraw 5 Request Initiator BA After Investor accepted a proposal
Financial Promoter Agent
Respond to Search 1 CNP Participant IA Investor searches an investment
Profiling 3 Query Initiator IA Investor chose a Financial Promoter
Fin. Prod. Classif. 2 Query Initiator FV FP starts fin. prod. classif.
Bank Agent
Proposal Acceptance 1 Query Initiator IA Investor chose a financial product
Withdraw 3 Request Participant IA After Investor accepted a proposal
Financial Provider Agent
Fin. Prod. Classif. 1 Query Participant FP FP starts fin. prod. classif.

reject means release(C(p, i, accept, done ∨ failure))
propose means create(C(p, i, accept, done ∨ failure))
refuse means release(C(i, p, propose, accept ∨ reject))
done means none
failure means none

where i stands for the role Initiator and p for Participant. The instance used by Fi-
nancialMAS will tie the Investor to the i and the Financial Promoter to p. Initiator
supplies its player the powers cfp, accept, and reject, while Participant supplies its
player the powers propose, refuse, done, and failure. Powers allow agents to affect the
social state. For instance, when an agent playing the role Initiator executes cfp, the so-
cial state is modified by creating the commitment C(i, p, propose, accept ∨ reject). This
addition binds i to either accept or reject a proposal, if one is received. The agent is
free to decide not only which course of action to take but also how to realize acceptance
or rejection.

Let us see how CNP is realized in 2COMM. The class CNP extends ProtocolArtifact
and implements as artifact operations all the protocol actions. In the sketch below we
detail, for the sake of brevity, only the action cfp. Lines 4–8 represent the construction
and sending of a call for proposals, which will be inserted in the blackboard and made
available to participants (mediated communication). The recipient of the message is
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<< Artifact >>
CNP

Artifact Operations
+ cfp (proposal: Proposal) : void
+ accept () : void
+ reject (): void
+ propose(proposal: Proposal): void
+ refuse(task: Task): void
+ done(): void
+ failure(): void

Initiator
<<Requires: C1>>

+ cfp(task: Task): void
+ accept(): void
+ rejecet(): void

Participant
<<Requires: C2>>

+ propose(proposal: Proposal): void
+ refuse(task: Task): void
+ done(): void
+ failure(): void

+

+

2COMM

<<plays>>

<<plays>>

JADEjade.core.Behaviourjade.core.Agent

Agent1

Agent2

Agent1Behaviour
<<Satisfies: C1>>

JADE

Contract Net Protocol

Agent2Behaviour
<<Satisfies: C2>>

Observable Properties
socialState: SocialState

<< Artifact >>
ProtocolArtifact

Artifact Operations

# create (commit: Commitment)
# discharge (commit: Commitment)
# cancel (commit: Commitment)
# release (commit: Commitment)
# assign (commit: Commitment, role: Role)
# delegate (commit: Commitment, role: Role)
# assertFact (fact: LogicalExpression)

<< Role >>
PARole

+ hasCommitmentInvolving(c: 
Commitment): boolean
+ socialFactExists(f: 
SocialFact): boolean

...query operations on
 SocialState ...

<< interface >>
ProtocolObserver

+ handleEvent (event: 
SocialEvent, args: Object[ ])

+

<<social query>>

<<social query>>

Fig. 5. CNP in 2COMM.

left generic because this is an O-MAS, and the Initiator may not know his peers, who
may join even later in the future. Lines 9–11 modify the social state by adding a com-
mitment and by stating that the event cfp has occurred. Lines 16–22 defines the role
in terms of its powers. Here (lines 18–20), in fact, the power cfp is defined in terms of
the homonym artifact operation.

1 [ . . . ]
2 @OPERATION
3 public void cfp ( Task task , RoleId i n i t i a t o r ) {
4 RoleMessage cfp = new RoleMessage ( ) ;
5 RoleId dest = new RoleId (PARTICIPANT ROLE, RoleId .GENERIC ROLE) ;
6 cfp . setContent ( task ) ; c fp . setRoleSender ( i n i t i a t o r ) ;
7 cfp . setRoleReceiver ( dest ) ; c fp . setPerformative (ACLMessage .CFP) ;
8 send ( cfp ) ;
9 createCommitment (new Commitment ( i n i t i a t o r , dest , "propose" ,

10 new CompositeExpression ( LogicalOperatorType .OR,
11 new Fact ( "accept" ) , new Fact ( "reject" ) ) ) ) ;
12 assertFact (new Fact ( "cfp" , i n i t i a t o r , task ) ) ;
13 }
14 public void propose ( Proposal prop , RoleId partic ipant , RoleId i n i t i a t o r ) { [ . . . ] }
15 [ . . . ]
16 public class I n i t i a t o r extends PARole {
17 [ . . . ]
18 public void cfp ( Task task ) {
19 doAction ( this . ge tArt i fac t Id ( ) , new Op( "cfp" , task , getRoleId ( ) ) ) ;
20 }
21 [ . . . ]
22 }
23 public class Partic ipant extends PARole {
24 public void propose ( Proposal proposal , RoleId proposalSender ) { [ . . . ] }
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25 [ . . . ]
26 }
27 }

The following, instead, is a sketch of the definition of a JADE agent, playing the role
Initiator by using 2COMM. In this example, the artifact is created by the agent which,
then, enacts the role of interest. At line 34, the agent uses the power cfp through the
role it plays. Finally, at line 36, it inspects if someone committed to accomplish the
task, and reads the proposals in the tuple space in order to make a choice. Figure 5
reports the complete UML diagram for the implementation.

28 [ . . . ]
29 public class Init iatorBehaviour extends OneShotBehaviour {
30 [ . . . ]
31 public void action ( ) {
32 Art i fac t Id art = Role . c reateArt i fac t (ARTIFACT NAME, CNPArtifact . class ) ;
33 i n i t i a t o r = ( I n i t i a t o r ) ( Role . enact ( CNPArtifact . INITIATOR ROLE, art , this , myAgent . getAID ( ) ) ) ;
34 i n i t i a t o r . c fp ( t ) ;
35 [ . . . ]
36 boolean proposalPerformed = i n i t i a t o r . existsCommitmentWithConsequent (new CompositeExpression (
37 LogicalOperatorType .OR, new Fact ( "done" ) , new Fact ( "failure" ) ) ;
38 [ . . . ]
39 }
40 }
41 }

<< Artifact >>
CNP

Artifact Operations
+ cfp (proposal: Proposal) : void
+ accept () : void
+ reject (): void
+ propose(proposal: Proposal): void
+ refuse(task: Task): void
+ done(): void
+ failure(): void

Initiator
<<Requires: C1>>

+ cfp(task: Task): void
+ accept(): void
+ rejecet(): void

Participant
<<Requires: C2>>

+ propose(proposal: Proposal): void
+ refuse(task: Task): void
+ done(): void
+ failure(): void

+

+

2COMM

<<plays>>

<<plays>>

JADEjade.core.Behaviourjade.core.Agent

Agent1

Agent2

Agent1Behaviour
<<Satisfies: C1>>

JADE

Contract Net Protocol

Agent2Behaviour
<<Satisfies: C2>>

Observable Properties
socialState: SocialState

<< Artifact >>
ProtocolArtifact

Artifact Operations

# create (commit: Commitment)
# discharge (commit: Commitment)
# cancel (commit: Commitment)
# release (commit: Commitment)
# assign (commit: Commitment, role: Role)
# delegate (commit: Commitment, role: Role)
# assertFact (fact: LogicalExpression)

<< Role >>
PARole

+ hasCommitmentInvolving(c: 
Commitment): boolean
+ socialFactExists(f: 
SocialFact): boolean

...query operations on
 SocialState ...

<< interface >>
ProtocolObserver

+ handleEvent (event: 
SocialEvent, args: Object[ ])

+

<<implements>>

Fig. 6. CNP with 2COMM and support for event handling.

Another way for inspecting social states can be realized by exploiting a feature of
2COMM, allowing roles to register for social state event notification. After line 8, all
events occurring in the social state are notified to the role Initiator, which will handle
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them by executing handleEvent after a callback. In this case, the agent’s action con-
tains only the invocation of the power cfp, all the others are inside handleEvent (e.g.
line 17 where the first proposal is accepted). The whole process resembles an event-
driven program. Figure 6 contains the UML diagram for this solution.

1 public class Init iatorAgent extends Agent {
2 [ . . ]
3 public class Init iatorBehaviour extends OneShotBehaviour {
4 [ . . . ]
5 public void action ( ) {
6 Art i fac t Id art = Role . c reateArt i fac t (ARTIFACT NAME, CNPArtifact . class ) ;
7 i n i t i a t o r = ( I n i t i a t o r ) ( Role . enact ( CNPArtifact . INITIATOR ROLE, art , this , myAgent . getAID ( ) ) ) ;
8 i n i t i a t o r . startObserving ( this ) ;
9 i n i t i a t o r . c fp ( t ) ;

10 }
11 public void handleEvent ( SocialEvent e , Object . . . args ) {
12 i f ( e . getElementChanged ( ) . getElType ( ) == interactionStateElementType .LOGICAL EXPRESSION
13 && e . getElementChanged ( ) . toString ( ) . contains ( "propose" ) ) {
14 RoleMessage cfp = i n i t i a t o r . rece ive (ACLMessage .PROPOSE) ;
15 Proposal prop = ( Proposal ) ( c fp . getContents ( ) ) ;
16 [ . . . ]
17 i n i t i a t o r . accept ( proposals . get ( 0 ) ) ;
18 [ . . . ]
19 } else [ . . . ]
20 }
21 }
22 }

More sophisticate forms of event handling may be implemented by writing a handler
for each kind of event and by introducing a dispatcher in the artifact, which overrides
the default one.

jade.core.Behaviour

+prepareCfps(ACLMessage cfp)
+handlePropose()
+handleRefuse()
+handleInform()
+handleFailure()

ContractNetInitiatorBehaviour

+handleCfp(ACLMessage cfp)
+handleAcceptProposal()
+handleRejectProposal()
+prepareResultNotification()

ContractNetParticipantBehaviour

jade.core.Agent

Agent1

Agent2

+prepareCfps(ACLMessage cfp)
+handlePropose()
+handleRefuse()
+handleInform()
+handleFailure()

Agent1Behaviour

+handleCfp(ACLMessage cfp)
+handleAcceptProposal()
+handleRejectProposal()
+prepareResultNotification()

Agent2Behaviour

<<hasBehaviour>>

<<hasBehaviour>>

Contract Net Protocol

JADE

Fig. 7. UML diagram for the JADE implementation of CNP.

Figure 7 shows the UML diagram of an implementation of CNP as it would be done
in JADE. A drawback of this approach is that to take part to an interaction ruled by
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a protocol, a JADE agent must adopt an entire behavior, corresponding to the played
role. As a consequence, the chance of conflict between behaviors is increased, as well
as the overall agent design complexity. More importantly, the autonomy of the agent
is compromised, unless the programmer writes the behavior from scratch instead of
relying on off-the-shelf libraries. Another limit is that JADE does not offer run-time
monitoring functionalities. On the whole, such characteristics do not allow JADE to
satsfy the principles of STS.

5. CONCLUSIONS
STS are a challenging frontier of today systems realization, answering to a specific
need of the contemporary society [Sommerville 2010], where independent and au-
tonomous stakeholders, each with its own objectives, interact through the use of soft-
ware systems – more and more often built on top and supervising resources, as diverse
as application systems, mobile devices, sensors, or even domotic systems. Stakehold-
ers are proactive and characterized by an own decisional capability, but at the same
time they have an interest in that the system keeps on working, independently from
the fact that the stakeholders use it for competing or for co-operating. We agree with
[Singh 2013] that in order to implement STS, it is necessary to realize some kind of
self-governance, i.e. to realize normative systems, whose actors accept a set of regula-
tions which will guide their behavior. Although MAS supply the means for supporting
distributed systems involving many actors, none of the implemented infrastructures
currently allows the realization of self-governance.

In this work, we propose 2COMM, an infrastructure for achieving this very objec-
tive. 2COMM is based on JADE, for what concerns the support to the realization of
interacting agents, and integrates self-governance mechanisms by relying on the reifi-
cation of commitments and of commitment-based protocols. These are, at all respects,
resources that are made available to stakeholders and that are realized by means of
artifacts. The article also shows how to pass from a CO-BP to a set of reified protocols,
representing it and that will enable the interaction. This is done based on a variant of
the JADE Methodology [Nikraz et al. 2006]. The resulting artifact explicitly provides
a notion of Role that is decoupled from the interacting agent, instead of cabling it into
an agent behavior (as in the JADE Methodology) or of composing different atomic roles
to build an agent type (as in the GAIA Methodology [Zambonelli et al. 2003]).

Commitments give a normative value to the encoded protocol, while the act of using
an artifact that encodes a commitment protocol amounts to the explicit acceptance, by
the agent, of the rules of the protocol. The proposal is characterized by the flexibility
and the openness that are typical of MAS with the modularity and compositionality
that are typical requirements of the methodologies for design and development. The
realization of commitment-based protocols as artifacts implements the vision of mid-
dleware, proposed in [Chopra and Singh 2009], and represents an advancement also
of research on commitment-based approaches.

The approach to the development of CO-BP followed in 2COMM avoids a critical
facet of JADE protocols: here, a pattern of interaction is projected into a set of JADE
behaviors, one for each role. Binding the very interaction to ad hoc behaviors does not
allow having a global view of the protocol and complicates its maintenance. Thereby,
the risk of raising conflicts, not devised at design time, increases.

This work has also relationships with works concerning e-institutions, like [Fornara
et al. 2007; Fornara et al. 2008; Okouya et al. 2013]. E-institutions introduce a nor-
mative aspect that lies on a different level with respect to the one we capture with
commitments. Indeed, in our proposal the normative layer stands in the observational
semantics of the social actions. We mean to extend the regulative aspects, as a first
step, by enriching commitment protocols as proposed in [Baldoni et al. 2013b; Marengo
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et al. 2011]. More in general, we mean to move towards a representation of business
processes as suggested in the Comma methodology [Telang and Singh 2012], where
commitment patterns regulate activities instead of being used for giving the action
semantics. The advantage of our proposal is that it allows the direct use of the well-
known JADE Methodology in the development of STS [Baldoni et al. 2013a]. Another
advantage is that artifacts are an actual system for implementing mediated interac-
tion, they supply efficient, simple, and direct means for checking the powers for per-
forming institutional actions, and they offer runtime mechanisms for letting the agents
perceive the state of the interaction.

Concerning organizations, ORA4MAS [Hubner et al. 2009] and JaCaMo are exam-
ples of integrations with artifacts. The latter also accounts for BDI agents. The orga-
nizational infrastructure of ORA4MAS is based on Moise+. It allows the enforcement
and the regimentation of regulations, by defining both a set of conditions to achieve
and the roles that are allowed to or that must achieve them. The limit of this approach
is that it cannot manage norms that cannot be restricted to goal achievement. Re-
cently, the use of a communication infrastructure based on artifacts has been proposed
to define, in an explicit and clear way, interaction in JaCaMo [Rodrigues et al. 2013].
Nevertheless, the proposal does not supply a normative account of communication.

Finally, concerning the realization of CO-BP and, in particular, of human-oriented
workflows, whose nature is intrinsically social and where the notion of commitment
plays a fundamental role [Medina-Mora et al. 1993], it is relevant to cite LoST [Singh
2011]: a commitment-based model for defining declarative protocols. It exploits vectors,
each associated to one of the interacting agents, containing the local history of the
sent/received messages. LoST enables the representation and monitoring of protocols
when it is necessary to transfer local knowledge about occurring interactions between
the agents. It works as an adapter for message transfer between agents. 2COMM,
instead, provides agents an environment by which they communicate and, if this is
requested, they can perform actions which do not amount to utterances but still entail
social effects.
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